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a plague. The Raven’s Gift is a page turner with a message: We Alaskans are
lost if we cannot find our own way." — Bill Streever, author of Cold:
Adventures in the World's Frozen Places "In The Raven's Gift, Don Rearden
has created a kind of allegory for a people and place at risk, a generous and
honest portrait of Yup'ik communities. His Alaska is one you won’t yet have
2014 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST Travis Coates has a good seen." — David Vann, author of bestselling novels Legend of a Suicide and A
head…on someone else’s shoulders. A touching, hilarious “tour de force of Mile Down.
imagination and empathy” (Booklist, starred review) from John Corey
Justin starts one morning as a respected businessman and ends the day a
Whaley, author of the Printz and Morris Award–winning Where Things
fugitive wanted by every power in the known universe. Fleeing with his 'sister'
Come Back. Listen—Travis Coates was alive once and then he wasn’t. Now Mara and Naomi, a mysterious woman from Earth Empire, their only hope of
he’s alive again. Simple as that. The in between part is still a little fuzzy,
refuge is with the Titans, genetically enhanced soldiers who rebelled, and
but Travis can tell you that, at some point or another, his head got chopped murdered millions in the Titanomachy War. Hunted, even as they hunt for the
off and shoved into a freezer in Denver, Colorado. Five years later, it was Titans, the three companions slowly uncover the truth that will change the
reattached to some other guy’s body, and well, here he is. Despite all
future and rewrite history. Titan Encounter is Kyle Pratt's debut science fiction
logic, he’s still sixteen, but everything and everyone around him has
novel. He is also the author of Final Duty and the post-apocalyptic thriller
changed. That includes his bedroom, his parents, his best friend, and his
Through Many Fires. All of his books are available on Amazon.com.
girlfriend. Or maybe she’s not his girlfriend anymore? That’s a bit fuzzy
Lucas Baldwin, the young son of a powerful lord, is on his first deep space
too. Looks like if the new Travis and the old Travis are ever going to find a training mission. Advancing through a captured facility he encounters a lunatic
way to exist together, there are going to be a few more scars. Oh well, you girl about his age. Only later does he realize that the girl, Rachel, is speaking
only live twice.
English, a long dead language. Rachel talks of an Earth still in existence and
Twenty years after the death of her father during the Battle of Altair,
more advanced than the horse-and-buggy world that had supposedly been
Lieutenant Amy Palmer returns to the system as an officer aboard the
destroyed.
reconnaissance ship Mirage. Almost immediately disaster strikes and Amy, The Long Way Home
along with the crew of the Mirage, must face the possibility of performing One Second After
their final duties. Final Duty is a novella set in the same universe as the
The Strengthen What Remains Combo Pack
other two short stories in this anthology.Final Duty - The Speculative
A Longmire Mystery
Fiction Anthology is Kyle's second book and contains excerpts from his
Strengthen What Remains Stories
other novels. Kyle's debut novel is Titan Encounter, a space adventure, and Air Force Combat Units of World War II
his latest release the bestselling post-apocalyptic thriller Through Many
A tale by the creator of SurvivalBlog.com imagines a world in which a
Fires.
cataclysmic financial crisis prompts a total collapse of American society and
Braving the Storms, is the third book of the Strengthen What Remains
forces people to fend for themselves, in a story that follows a group of
series. In this latest novel, new and even more lethal problem emerges. A protagonists who make their way to a shared secure ranch in northern
swift and deadly flu epidemic sweeps out of overcrowded FEMA camps
Idaho, where they struggle to survive against violent looting and natural
and strikes the nation with horrific results. Caden Westmore struggles to
hazards. Original.
keep his family and community safe, while others use the plague to
A new novel in the beloved New York Times bestselling Longmire series.
advance their own military and political agendas.
What if you woke up lying in the middle of the street in the infamous town
Terrorists smuggle a nuclear bomb into Washington D.C. and detonate it
of Fort Pratt, Montana, where thirty young Native boys perished in a tragic
during the State of the Union Address. Army veteran and congressional
1896 boarding-school fire? What if every person you encountered in that
staffer Caden Westmore is in nearby Bethesda and watches as a mushroom endless night was dead? What if you were covered in blood and missing a
cloud grows over the capital. The next day, as he drives away from the still bullet from the gun holstered on your hip? What if there was something out
burning city, he learns that another city has been destroyed and then
there in the yellowed skies, along with the deceased and the smell of ash
another. America is under siege. Panic ensues and society starts to unravel. and dust, something the Northern Cheyenne refer to as the ÉveohtséThrough Many Fires is the bestselling first book in the Strengthen What
heóm se, the Wandering Without, the Taker of Souls? What if the only
Remains series. A Time to Endure is the second book and Braving the
way you know who you are is because your name is printed in the leather
Storms is the third. The science fictions novels of Kyle Pratt, Titan
sweatband of your cowboy hat, and what if it says your name is Walt
Encounter and the novella, Final Duty.
Longmire . . . but you don’t remember him? In Hell and Back, the
The Guardian Knights of Terra
eighteenth installment of the Longmire series, author Craig Johnson takes
US Narratives of Nuclear Terrorism Since 9/11
the beloved sheriff to the very limits of his sanity to do battle with the most
The Way Forward
dangerous adversary he’s ever faced: himself.
Patriots
“A Humvee parked in front of his house couldn’t mean anything
Through Many Fires
good.” After a camping trip with his oldest son, Major Dirk Franklin
Strengthen What Remains, Book 4
comes home to find a Humvee parked in front of his house. His wife,
“Take my word for it, James Reece is one rowdy motherf***er. Get
Carol, tells him the news channels are talking about a storm on the sun.
ready!” —Chris Pratt, star of The Terminal List, coming to Amazon Prime
Moments later he’s whisked away to a secret military facility in Portland.
The #1 New York Times bestselling Terminal List series continues as James
There, Major Franklin and others struggle to prepare for the coming
Reece embarks on a global journey of vengeance. A woman boards a plane in
collapse of society. As the world sinks into darkness, Franklin fights to save
the African country of Burkina Faso having just completed a targeted
his family and the last threads of civilization.
assassination for the state of Israel. Two minutes later, her plane is blown out
A pair of technology experts describe how humans will have to keep pace
of the sky. Over 6,000 miles away, former Navy SEAL James Reece watches
with machines in order to become prosperous in the future and identify
the names and pictures of the victims on cable news. One face triggers a distant
strategies and policies for business and individuals to use to combine digital
memory of a Mossad operative attached to the CIA years earlier in Iraq—a
processing power with human ingenuity.
woman with ties to the intelligence services of two nations…a woman Reece
The 14th Reinstated
thought he would never see again. Reece enlists friends new and old across the
Winter Camp
globe to track down her killer, unaware that he may be walking into a deadly
The Raven's Gift
trap.
The Second Machine Age: Work, Progress, and Prosperity in a Time of
John Morgan and his wife can barely contain their excitement upon arriving as
Brilliant Technologies
new teachers in a Yupik Inuit village on the windswept Alaskan tundra. Lured
A Time to Endure
north in search of adventure, the idealistic couple hope to immerse themselves
Strengthen What Remains, Book 2
in the ancient Arctic culture. Their move proves disastrous when a deadly
The exciting saga of Major Caden Westmore
epidemic strikes and the isolated community descends into total chaos. When continues with A Time to Endure In the first book
outside help fails to arrive, John's only hope lies in escaping the snowcovered Through Many Fires: Strengthen What Remains,
tundra and the hunger of the other survivors. His thousand-mile trek across
nuclear terrorism destroys six American cities.
the Alaskan wilderness grows more improbable when he encounters a blind
Caden struggles to get home across a stricken,
Inuit girl and an elderly woman. The two need his protection from those who terrified nation. In the second book, A Time to
would harm them, and he needs their knowledge of the terrain and their
Endure, the nation's economy teeters on the verge
companionship to survive. The harsh journey and constant danger push him of collapse. The dollar plunges, inflation runs
beyond his limits as he discovers a new sense of hope and the possibility of
rampant, and the next civil war threatens to
loving again. "If you're not scared, be scared: Don Rearden's The Raven's Gift decimate the wounded country. In the face of
will propel you pell-mell into a terrifying future of plague on the Alaskan
tyranny, panic, and growing hunger, Caden
tundra—all too real if you've talked with elders who survived 1917—all too
struggles to keep his family and town together.
frightening if you have sense to know this future can start five minutes from
But how can he save his community when the nation
now." —Seth Kantner author of Ordinary Wolves "The Raven's Gift has a
is collapsing around it?
winning plot, characters we've never met before, and intriguing details of a
America is under siege! This set includes two
world most of us will never venture to -- creating a read that opens our eyes
stories from the bestselling Strengthen What
and finds the fault lines of a heart in one breathless sitting." — Jodi Picoult,
Remains series. In Nightmare in Slow Motion, Peter
New York Times Bestselling Author "Rearden's fresh, new voice is a
helps with the evacuation of Seattle when
kaleidoscope of cultural collision and the astonishing landscape of the heart." terrorists explode a nuclear bomb. In The Long Way
— Ron Spatz, Editor. Alaska Quarterly Review "A many layered Alaskan
Home, five cities have been decimated by nuclear
intrigue which is gritty and engaging and an absolutely good read . . . all in a
bombs when Trevor Westmore sets out to bring Sue,
world, that Alaskan world -- which I could believe." — Ron Carlson, author his pregnant daughter-in-law, to the safety of the
The Speed of Light, Five Skies, News of the World "Don Rearden's writing is family farm.
captivating and new. This is a writer who has many books in him. I predict he This manual has been designed and written with the
will be widely read, well respected, and greatly admired." — Jo-Ann Mapson, purpose of introducing key concepts and areas of
author of bestselling novels Bad Girl Creek, The Wilder Sisters, and Hank & debate around the "creative economy", a valuable
Chloe, author of bestselling novels Bad Girl Creek, The Wilder Sisters, and
development opportunity that Latin America, the
Hank & Chloe "Take a remote Alaskan village, add a dedicated teacher, toss in

In the Blood
Ruined
June 20th, 1877
Final Duty

This study examines the US fiction and related films which
makes a series of interventions in the cultural debate over
the threat of nuclear terrorism. It traces the beginnings of
this anxiety from the 1970s, which increased during the
1990s after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The
traumatic events of 9/11 became a major reference point
for this fiction, which expressed the fear that of a second
and worse 9/11. The study examines narratives of
conspiracies which are detected and forestalled, and of
others which lead to the worst of all outcomes – nuclear
detonations, sometimes delivered by suitcase nukes. In
some of these narratives the very fate of the nation hangs
in the balance in the face of nuclear apocalypse. The
discussion considers cases of attacks by electromagnetic
pulse (EMP), cyberterrorism and even bioterrorism. Some
of the authors examined are present or former politicians,
members of the CIA, and former president, Bill Clinton.
A mage's fate is worse than death... Lucian dreams of a
new life outside the cesspool of Earth. Unfortunately, his
wish comes true when the government identifies him as a
mage. No one knows why the mages are being born. No
one knows why their powers lead to madness and death
in a terrifying disease known as "the fraying". The only
solution is to quarantine the mages in academies. When
Lucian is exiled from Earth, he must travel to the distant
world of Volsung to receive training. During the long
passage, he meets a mysterious mage. She prophesies
Lucian is marked by the Manifold, the reality that is the
source of all magic. It is a destiny that requires Lucian to
master abilities he never imagined he possessed. But
that’s the last thing Lucian wants. He faces a terrible
choice. To accept his new reality as a mage. Or, to try and
outrun destiny... Keywords associated with this series:
space books free, science fiction free, fantasy books free,
space opera free, space fantasy, epic fantasy, dragons,
magic, progression fantasy, space opera, future sci fi,
alien worlds, space adventure, sci fi adventure Fans of the
following series are known to enjoy the Starsea Cycle:
Star Wars, Star Trek, Dune, The Expanse, Lord of the
Rings, The Wheel of Time, Harry Potter, Red Rising, the
Hunger Games
With helpful tips and easy-to-follow lessons, The Art of
Painting Sea Life in Watercolor will teach readers
everything they need to know to create beautiful works of
art in watercolor. The Art of Painting Sea Life in
Watercolor opens with a guide to essential information on
the necessary tools and materials for both sketching and
painting, including pencils, paints and brushes, palettes,
supports, and mediums. In addition to learning about basic
drawing and painting techniques and color theory, readers
will learn how to create compelling compositions, achieve
depth, and render realistic textures.This new title in the
Collector's Series features a large variety of stunning sea
life, from an adorable sea otter to an magnificent whale.
With a fresh, modern spin on this majestic subject, The Art
of Painting Sea Life in Watercolor is a comprehensive and
indispensable resource, packed with beautiful illustrations
and expert instruction, for all artists smitten with the
animal kingdom.
"Fire is the main comfort of the camp."--Henry David
Thoreau Master the art of building and maintaining a fire,
indoors or outside in this fun and definitive new field guide!
This little field guide makes the art of fire building easy,
accessible, and fun! This go-to guide features: tips for
finding, identifying, and gathering the best kindling; how to
find, chop, stack, and haul wood; the best methods and
safety practices for building indoor fires, outdoor fires, fire
pits, and bonfires; how to put out any fire; how to properly
stack wood; the secret of making the perfect s'more; how
to get a spark without a match; plus delicious recipes to
cook over your fire! Whether you are by the hearth or
campfire, cozy up with How to Build a Fire.
An Infinite Opportunity
A Thriller
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Caribbean and the world at large cannot afford to
miss. The creative economy, which we call the
"Orange Economy" in this book (you'll see why),
encompasses the immense wealth of talent,
intellectual property, interconnectedness, and, of
course, cultural heritage of the Latin American
and Caribbean region (and indeed, every region).
At the end of this manual, you will have the
knowledge base necessary to understand and explain
what the Orange Economy is and why it is so
important. You will also acquire the analytical
tools needed to take better advantage of
opportunities across the arts, heritage, media,
and creative services.
University of Washington students Ryan Palmer and
Amy decide to bug out of Seattle when
international tensions threaten to boil over into
a world war. In normal times their journey to
Ryan’s childhood home in rural Idaho would take
less than a day. But these aren’t normal times. As
they travel supplies become scarce, gasoline
becomes impossible to buy, people panic and
nuclear war erupts. Together they must confront
their worst fears as they fight to reach home and
refuge.
Hell and Back
The Story of the Great Fire in St. John, N.B.
Council of Fire
Braving the Storms
Worst-Case Scenarios
The Terminal List
The exciting saga of Major Caden Westmore
continues with A Time to Endure In the first book
Through Many Fires: Strengthen What Remains,
nuclear terrorism destroys six American cities.
Caden struggles to get home across a stricken,
terrified nation. In the second book, A Time to
Endure, the nation’s economy teeters on the verge
of collapse. The dollar plunges, inflation runs
rampant, and the next civil war threatens to
decimate the wounded country. In the face of
tyranny, panic, and growing hunger, Caden
struggles to keep his family and town together.
But how can he save his community when the nation
is collapsing around it?
It has been more than thirty-five years since the
first commercial recordings of hip-hop music were
made. This Companion, written by renowned scholars
and industry professionals reflects the passion
and scholarly activity occurring in the new
generation of hip-hop studies. It covers a diverse
range of case studies from Nerdcore hip-hop to
instrumental hip-hop to the role of rappers in the
Obama campaign and from countries including
Senegal, Japan, Germany, Cuba, and the UK.
Chapters provide an overview of the 'four
elements' of hip-hop - MCing, DJing, break dancing
(or breakin'), and graffiti - in addition to key
topics such as religion, theatre, film, gender,
and politics. Intended for students, scholars, and
the most serious of 'hip-hop heads', this
collection incorporates methods in studying hiphop flow, as well as the music analysis of hip-hop
and methods from linguistics, political science,
gender and film studies to provide exciting new
perspectives on this rapidly developing field.
NEW ENTRY IN THE DRAGON AWARD WINNING ARCANE
AMERICA SERIES from New York Times best-selling
alternate history master Eric Flint. The passage
of Halley’s Comet in 1759 is catastrophic. The
comet appears to strike the Earth, sundering the
New World from the Old. A chain of mountains rises
in the Mid-Atlantic. No ship from the Old World
arrives in America. No ship from the New World can
find a passage to the Old—and most who try simply
disappear. The comet has also unleashed magic
forces, which soon spread everywhere. Slaves begin
using powers derived from African witchcraft,
bringing monsters from that continent into the New
World. The native tribes begin doing the same.
Some European settlers devise ways to couple Old
World technology with sorcery. Kraken in the
Atlantic, revenants in Jamaica, Dry Hands and
Floating Heads in the Hudson valley, African ogres
and worse set loose in the streets of New York.
Magic of all kinds, emerging everywhere, most of
it poorly if at all controlled. The powerful
Iroquois Confederacy disintegrates. The Onondaga
Council Fire is extinguished; the Seneca and
Cayuga follow their own shaman and war leader, and
the Mohawks ally with the English. For their part,
the English and the French in North America, who
had been on the brink of war when the Sundering
came, now have to contemplate what would once have
been unthinkable. They must not simply forge a
military alliance against the rising dark powers
but may even have to unite politically behind the
young English prince Edward, now the only person
of royal blood left in the terrifying world
created by the Sundering. About Uncharted:
"History and mythology meld admirably, leading to
a satisfying conclusion. This hardy adventure
establishes a world ripe for many more rousing
stories."—Publishers Weekly "With a light and
brisk narrative that propels its heroes through a

number of increasingly dangerous situations, this
combination of alternate history and fantasy
should appeal to fans of Eric Flint, Harry
Turtledove, and historical fantasy in
general."—Booklist “While delivering plenty of
action that approximates the best of cinematic
fantasy, Hoyt and Anderson also strive for—and
achieve—a kind of gravitas that suitably reflects
the majesty of an untrammeled continent. Their
descriptions of raw nature and its emotional
repercussions on the humans are subtly poetic
without being overblown. The native tribes are
depicted in authentic ways, especially the people
of Sacagawea. . . .The characterization of all the
cast members is deep and revelatory of human
nature. . . .There is also humor amidst the
seriousness . . . [Anderson and Hoyt’s] prose is a
clear-eyed, sturdy naturalism meshed with flights
of vivid unreality . . . filled with not only
slambang adventures but also a kind of rational
optimism that has become rare in genre works these
days. . . Hoyt and Anderson, a kind of de Camp and
Pratt for the twenty-first century, convey these
ideals without lectures or sermons, embodying them
in principled people doing exciting things.”—Locus
About Eric Flint: “This alternate history series
is … a landmark…”—Booklist “[Eric] Flint's 1632
universe seems to be inspiring a whole new crop of
gifted alternate historians.”—Booklist “…reads
like a technothriller set in the age of the
Medicis…”—Publishers Weekly About Walter H. Hunt:
"A compelling and immersive novel in which every
word feels authentic and every chapter draws the
reader deeper into the dark and terrifying power
of the mind.”—New York Journal of Books
Two orphaned siblings struggle to survive a harsh
Alaskan winter looking after a badly wounded
miner, while their guardian, an old Athabascan
Indian who has taught them the ways of their
ancestors, searches for help.
Surviving the Coming Collapse
Solar Flare
The Art of Painting Sea Life in Watercolor
The Orange Economy
Autonomous Horizons
Moneyball (Movie Tie-in Edition) (Movie Tie-in
Editions)

Professor Jason Hobart, plagued by self-doubt
after a misinterpreted prediction left him
discredited and mocked, now faces the greatest
challenge of his career--convincing the
President of an imminent catastrophic solar
flare
A post-apocalyptic thriller of the after
effects in the United States after a
terrifying terrorist attack using
electromagnetic pulse weapons. New York Times
best selling author William R. Forstchen now
brings us a story which can be all too
terrifyingly real...a story in which one man
struggles to save his family and his small
North Carolina town after America loses a war,
in one second, a war that will send America
back to the Dark Ages...A war based upon a
weapon, an Electro Magnetic Pulse (EMP). A
weapon that may already be in the hands of our
enemies. Months before publication, One Second
After has already been cited on the floor of
Congress as a book all Americans should read,
a book already being discussed in the
corridors of the Pentagon as a truly realistic
look at a weapon and its awesome power to
destroy the entire United States, literally
within one second. It is a weapon that the
Wall Street Journal warns could shatter
America. In the tradition of On the Beach,
Fail Safe and Testament, this book, set in a
typical American town, is a dire warning of
what might be our future...and our end. The
John Matherson Series #1 One Second After #2
One Year After #3 The Final Day Other Books
Pillar to the Sky 48 Hours At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Dr. Greg Zacharias, former Chief Scientist of
the United States Air Force (2015-18),
explores next steps in autonomous systems (AS)
development, fielding, and training. Rapid
advances in AS development and artificial
intelligence (AI) research will change how we
think about machines, whether they are
individual vehicle platforms or networked
enterprises. The payoff will be considerable,
affording the US military significant
protection for aviators, greater effectiveness
in employment, and unlimited opportunities for
novel and disruptive concepts of operations.
Autonomous Horizons: The Way Forward
identifies issues and makes recommendations
for the Air Force to take full advantage of
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As police officer Peter Westmore helps with the
evacuation of Seattle, terrorists explode a
nuclear bomb. In the novel A Time to Endure we
glimpse the end of Peter’s life. In that novel his
brother Caden is on a mission to destroy gangs and
terrorists living on the fringe of the Seattle
blast zone. During the fighting, Caden goes to his
older brother’s abandoned home and discovers
Peter’s body and two letters. The contents of one
are revealed in A Time to Endure. The other is
not. Nightmare in Slow motion is a 13,000 word
novelette is set in the Strengthen What Remains
series.
"As the protagonist figures out how to survive the
hordes bent on destruction, the lessons he learns
serve as illustrations for those who worry that we
may be headed for a real collapse. The 14th
reinstated then morphs into an epic adventure as
the small group struggles against all odds to save
the world from a terrible bleak and dark
future"--Page [4] of cover.
Explains how Billy Beene, the general manager of
the Oakland Athletics, is using a new kind of
thinking to build a successful and winning
baseball team without spending enormous sums of
money.
Strengthen What Remains Book 2
Strengthen What Remains, Book 1
The Mages of Starsea
Strengthen What Remains, Book 5
Strengthen What Remains
The Complete Series, Books 1 - 5
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this transformational technology.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES AND USA TODAY BESTSELLING
AUTHOR “Take my word for it, James Reece is
one rowdy motherf***er. Get ready!”—Chris
Pratt, all around great guy and star of The
Terminal List, coming to Amazon Prime A Navy
SEAL has nothing left to live for and
everything to kill for after he discovers that
the American government is behind the deaths
of his team in this ripped-from-the-headlines
political thriller that is “so powerful, so
pulse-pounding, so well-written—rarely do you
read a debut novel this damn good” (Brad Thor,
#1 New York Times bestselling author). On his
last combat deployment, Lieutenant Commander
James Reece’s entire team was killed in a
catastrophic ambush. But when those dearest to
him are murdered on the day of his homecoming,
Reece discovers that this was not an act of
war by a foreign enemy but a conspiracy that
runs to the highest levels of government. Now,
with no family and free from the military’s
command structure, Reece applies the lessons
that he’s learned in over a decade of constant
warfare toward avenging the deaths of his
family and teammates. With breathless pacing
and relentless suspense, Reece ruthlessly
targets his enemies in the upper echelons of
power without regard for the laws of combat or
the rule of law. “Told with a deft hand and a
keen eye for detail, The Terminal List…is
explosive and riveting” (Kevin Maurer,
coauthor of No East Day) and is perfect for
fans of Vince Flynn, Brad Thor, Stephen
Hunter, and Nelson DeMille.
Strengthen What Remains, Book 3
The Cambridge Companion to Hip-Hop
Master techniques for painting spectacular sea
animals in watercolor
A History of the Rectangular Survey System
Noggin
Titan Encounter

